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Pilot Name:                                                                                      Date:                                     .
 

1. What is the maximum ramp weight?                                   .

2. What is the maximum take off/landing weight?                        .

3. What is the maximum allowable baggage weight?                    .

4. What is the center of gravity range at maximum gross weight?                      to               .

5. What is the aircraft’s empty weight?                                 .

6. What is the useful load?                                 .

7. What is the maximum rated H.P.?                            at what R.P.M.?                        .

8. What is the oil capacity?                    What is the minimum for flight?                       .

9. What grade of oil is used?                                                                           .

10. What is the fuel capacity of each tank?                      How much is usable?                    .

11. At what power setting do you check the magnetos?                   What is the maximum 

allowable drop?                  What is the maximum differential?                                    .

12. What is the best rate of climb speed (Vy)?                     What is the best angle of climb 

speed (Vx)?                             .

13. What is the normal approach speed and configuration?                                               .

14. Where is the static port located?                                                                                  .

15. What grades and colors of fuel may be used?                                                             .

16. Where are the fuel drains located and when are they drained?                                 .

.                                                                                                                                     .

17. Where is the battery located?                                                                                      .
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18. Where are the circuit breakers/fuses located?                                                              .

19. What is the maximum maneuvering speed at 2300 pounds?                                .

20. What are the flap operating range speeds?                                                            .

21. What is Vso?                         KIAS

22. What is Vs?                           KIAS

23. What is the purpose of flaps?                                                                                    .

24. What is the normal enroute climb speed?                     Why would we use this speed as 

opposed to Vy?                                                                                                                   .

25. What is the maximum structural cruising speed?                                   KIAS.

26. What is the NEVER exceed speed?                                        KIAS.

27. What is the best glide speed?  Flaps up                   KIAS. Flaps down                KIAS.

28. What information is displayed by the ammeter?                                                             .

29. What two instruments would be affected by a vacuum system failure?                            .

30. What three instruments would be impacted by a static port blockage?                              .

31. What positions are available on the fuel selector?

                                                               .

32. The aircraft is equipped with both an engine driven and an electrical fuel pump.  T / F.

33. The aircraft is equipped with: carburetor / fuel injection

34. The aircraft is equipped with a fuel pressure gauge.  T / F

35. When carburetor heat is applied, the fuel/air mixture becomes: leaner / richer?
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36. The air supplied to the engine when carburetor heat is applied is:                                     .

37. Can the pilot determine if the carburetor heat is functioning during run-up?  Y / N.

38. If it becomes necessary to use carburetor heat, what other adjustments should be 

made?                                                                                                                                 .

39. Carburetor icing can only occur when outside air temperatures are below freezing and 

when visible moisture is present.  T / F

40. Whenever an adjustment is made to the fuel selector and or fuel pump, special attention 

should be paid to the                                                                        .

41. The aircraft is equipped with a                volt system.

42. If the electrical charging system were to fail your indications would be                             .

43. The aircraft uses circuit breakers and fuses to protect the electrical circuits. T / F

44. The pilot has the means and responsibility for monitoring the fuel and electrical systems. 

T / F

 

Grade:                      % Corrected to 100% w/ student on:                       (date)

 

Student signature                                                      Name                                                 .

 

Instructor signature                                                    Name                                                  .


